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Having spent the best part of last year interviewing the top performing IROs in Europe, it
is a fact that IR professionals have stepped up their activities and deployed
communication platforms not only to increase the number of engagement but
importantly to maximise time and C-suite access by covering more ground, including
geographic ground, namely scheduling investor meetings in as many as three continents
in one day. Some met the crisis from a position of strengths; more experienced IR
veterans who have existing relationships, a strong network and strong bond with their
stakeholders, have leveraged both their social and reputational currency to get ahead.
Following the feedback from nearly 600 Heads of IR, we have looked at specific areas of
engagement, how IR teams pivoted in the crisis, the increased involvement of the Board
in IR matter and what role ESG played amidst a health crisis and what companies’
confidence levels are in addressing ESG transparently and disclosing important metrics. 

Based on Institutional Investors Corporate Insights survey spanning c. 600 Corporates

Investor Outreach & Roadshow Engagement
Q: How many Roadshows do you conduct per year? 
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In Europe 45% targeted more investors, 18% targeted less investors and 37% kept the same target. 

Q: Have you targeted any new investors during the Pandemic? Q: How has that number changed during the pandemic?

Number of Investor targeted in the last 12 months
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Q: In which areas of your work has digitisation has had the most positive impact? 
Corporate rate a list of criteria from 1-3. Results are presented in %:

Digitisation

As working practices have significantly changed during the pandemic, we naturally see an
increase in the deployment of technology and IR digital resources to improve connectivity,
communication and information dissemination. There is a clear BC/AC with companies
looking for new tools to improve their market engagement and to deliver the necessary
accessibility and transparency, as showcased in both AGM and investor events for just
under 10% of corporate participants. Like Corporates, the sell-side had to pivot and re-
imagine a key part to their service solutions. Conferences were all held virtually and
contiued to deliver, with only a few initial teething issues, the important meeting ground
between investors and corporates. A key trend, however - an inherited side-effect from
MiFID - is the continual increase of direct outreach reciprocated between Corporates and
Investors. 
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Q: Does the Head of IR attend board meetings? 

Executive Management Team Engagement

Access to the board has become paramount to the value and credibility of IR, both internally
and externally. With board engagement overall increasing, as investment professionals
increasingly demand their attendance, the market insights and feedback IR can add to the
discussions at the board table is invaluable for the company’s direction of travel. 
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Q: How often does IR engage with the Board? 

Executive Management Team Engagement

The pandemic has heightened the importance of board involvement in the IR
engagement. This has led to IRs spending more time with the board and inviting subject
matter experts to their investor meetings. 

Europe
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Q: How often does IR meet with the CEO and CFO - Year on Year in %

Executive Management Team Engagement

Daily interaction with CEO has relatively stayed the same and engagement with the CFO has significantly
increased with more interaction on daily and weekly basis in Europe. It is fair to suggest that interaction with their
direct report - in the majority of cases, IROs report to the CFO - has increased during the pandemic ensuring full
alignment on the inside story to speak cohesively and consistently to market.

Meetings with CEO Meetings with CFO
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Q: The global Investment community on both the buy and sell side Is changing how It produces,
engages, and contracts for services around research and corporate access. What steps are Corporates
taking in response to the anticipated changes?

Corporate Access and Capacity Building

In Europe, IR teams have 1.2 staff members
to fulfil the corporate access function. 97%
of Companies that do currently not have a
Corporate Access function do not plan on
getting one.

Q: Do Europe's issuers have a Corporate Access Coordinator on their team?
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ESG

ESG continues to be the big theme of 2021 for IROs and companies in general, with everyone agreeing
that it is a journey and will be an ongoing process of reviewing, adjusting, and optimising when
integrating ESG into the wider business goals and delivering transparent and purpose led disclosure.
As guiding standards and frameworks are firming up and further consolidation taken place amongst
the leading authorities setting the standards for ESG measuring, reporting and communication a
more uniform approach should be made in the future. While companies are still finding themselves in
the ESG conundrum, we wanted to find out where they are at in their ESG journey.

Q: What channels do you use for your ESG engagement?

Q: Do you organise company specific ESG?
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In comparison with 2020, a designated cross-functional
CSR/Sustainability Department continues to be the most
important resource. Coordination through ESG analysts or
experts has increased yoy by over 8%, previously only used by
36%. The deployment of external advisors and agents has also
increased from 9% in 2020 to over 24%.

When asked about the confidence of the clarity of the ESG
disclosure, 50% of companies cited that they are very confident,
44% said they are somewhat confident and nearly 6% said they
are not at all confident.

Companies appear to be rather confident about the materiality
metrics identified to align their sustainability goals with. Out of
the surveyed companies 89% have clearly identified their KPIs
with 46% being very confident about their ESG Strategy, while
53% are only somewhat confident. 

Q: Which resources do you use for your ESG Strategy? 

Q: Which % of your IR engagement has an ESG focus?


